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Role models: Paradise Bowl athletes 
give students tips for life 
Football players visit students at East Elementary 

By RACHEL OLSEN 
rolsen@thespectrum.com  

 Local News

 
ST. GEORGE -- Playing a larger 
part than just as a quarterback, 
linebacker, fullback or receiver, the 
players in the Paradise Bowl 
inspired young minds Friday by 
sharing what they have learned and 
what they know.  

The players are here for more than 
just a game Saturday. They share 
their talents as they go.  

"This is not a vacation; it is a 
business trip," said Paradise Bowl 
promoter Darry Alton.  

Every day the team had practice and 
team meetings, but on days like 
Friday, teammates go to schools like 
East Elementary.  

Aaron Boone of the University of 
Kentucky, Jamal Powell of Texas 
Christian University, Ryan Scarola of 
the University of Notre Dame, Ken 
Hilliard of TCU and Michael Hall, of 
the University of Illinois -- Paradise 
Bowl players playing for the Midwest 
-- told the upper-class members of 
East Elementary about themselves 
and how to stay on track.  

"One of the most important things to 

 

East Elementary fifth-graders, from right, 
Keaton Hofhines, Brandon Hannah and 
Benjamin Alder look at University of Illinois 
defensive back Michael Hall's football 
helmet Friday morning during an assembly. 
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do as a child is the setting of goals," 
Scarola said.  

The players told the children that if 
they want to achieve their goals they 
have to get good grades, keep good 
friends, stay away from drugs and 
be responsible.  

"The only thing that can stop you are the distractions coming from the side," 
Boone said.  

The students of East Elementary were also able to ask questions to the All-star 
players -- asking everything from what their favorite play was to what their favorite 
color was.  

"Pink and purple," Boone said.  

Attentive and excited for the hourlong visit, the children asked many more 
questions and cheered on their favorite answers and booed their not -so-favorite 
answers.  

Chantz Darrington was one of the few third-graders present at the assembly and 
sat in the front row.  

"They were really cool," he said.  

Originally published Saturday, January 25, 2003  

From left, Michael Hall, Jamal Powell, Ken 
Hilliard, Ryan Scarola and Aaron Boone, all 
players for the Midwest Allstar team in 
today's Paradise Bowl, answer students' 
questions Friday during an assembly at 
East Elementary. 
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